Inherited DNA repair gene mutations detected by tumor next generation sequencing in urinary tract cancers.
Interpretation of next-generation sequencing (NGS) of tumor tissue in patients with advanced Urinary Tract Cancer (UTC) is performed to guide treatment selection but may reveal pathogenic variants with germline implications. We identified three patients with UTC with unexpected germline DNA repair gene mutations. Specific testing for these was prompted by the detection of these mutations by tumor NGS. All three patients were nonsmokers with a strong family history of cancer. Two patients had upper tract UTC with age at diagnosis in the 40 s. One had a family history suggestive of hereditary breast/ovarian predisposition and a FANCA mutation detected on NGS was confirmed to be germline. The second patient had a family history suggestive of Lynch syndrome but was found to have a germline BRCA2 mutation that was suggested by NGS. The third patient had bladder cancer at an advanced age, a family history of late-onset gastrointestinal malignancies that did not meet criteria for clinical testing for a hereditary cancer predisposition syndrome. NGS identified an MUTYH mutation, and targeted testing confirmed a monoallelic germline MUTYH mutation. Detection of variants with germline implications by tumor NGS may be clinically relevant for patients and their families and warrant genetic counseling and germline genetic testing. The prevalence of germline DNA repair defects in the context of inherited predisposition to UTC merits further study.